
PREPARING YOUR FILES FOR PRINTING



In order to create a file to print, you need to use a mesh, or convert 
an existing NURBS (in Rhino) or BREP (in Grasshopper)  into a mesh. 
Before exporting into an STL file for the Prusa Slicer, you will need to 
check if your mesh is a good object (this can vary from whether or 
not it is closed to non-manifold edges). 



1. In the Rhino Command Tab, type “MeshRepair”. 

2. Once the MeshRepair Menu pops, tick the “Check Mesh” option. 



1. In case the result is a “bad mesh”, you will need to carefully read the 
indications on why the mesh is bad. In this case, the problem is with 
intersecting faces. While this can be solved and it is a mesh issue, it is 
not a relevant problem for 3D printing. The mesh is valid for printing. 

2. If you intend to fix the mesh, click on the RepairMesh option. 



In this case, there are no option which suit your mesh problem, and 
the mesh would need to be fixed in Rhino or Grasshopper separately 
(see provided grasshopper files). Click Next. 



Again, if there aren’t any problems you can fix with the RepairMesh 
option, click next. 



In other cases, your mesh might be a good mesh. In this case, select 
it, use RebuildMesh (or use provided grasshopper files for preparin the 
mesh), export it as an STL file and introduce it into the Prusa Slicer 
environment. 



1. In the third case, your mesh can be bad, but it can be solved from 
the MeshRepair command. In this case, the mesh has 4 non manifold 
edges. You could tipically see this by using the ShowEdges command.

2. If you intend to fix the mesh, click on the RepairMesh option. 



1. Read the bad mesh diagnosis. Then, once in the in the RepairMesh 
section, select ONLY the one that applies to your mesh. At this point, 
the mesh should become valid. Use the RebuildMesh command (if 
you didn’t use the grasshopper “prepare print” files provided). You are 
ready to print. 


